Praise for STEAM COFFIN...

“Busch’s supremely readable account of the development and construction of the Savannah...and the passionate career of Captain Moses Rogers, represents the creation of a long-needed missing piece of maritime history... It may properly be termed a page-turner, and is strongly recommended.”

— (mt) Marine Technology Magazine

***

“This important, well-researched, and extensively illustrated book should appeal to readers interested in...[the] trailblazing efforts of the Savannah’s entrepreneurial principals, including the ship’s Connecticut-born master. Busch helps readers understand and appreciate the struggle of Savannah backers to introduce a radical, next-generation steam powered vessel to blue water.”

— Connecticut History Magazine

***

“The author displays a remarkable array of historical research in developing this substantial account... There are comprehensive source notes and a splendid index... It should delight anyone with an interest in the history of the development of the steamship,...a story well worth telling.”

— Nautical Magazine (United Kingdom)

***

“Steam Coffin is remarkable in that it is able to present the macro and micro pictures in a graceful and engaging narrative... Busch wrote this book for a general, non-nautical audience, because he explains everything, including the most basic terms... He has an eye for the telling quotation...A fascinating account of early 19th century technology..., and the entrepreneurial spirit of the age.”

— PowerShips Magazine

Visit steamcoffin.com, or scan the QR Code.